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The Govett-Brewster Art Gallery/Len Lye Centre’s
state-of-the-art 62-seat cinema encourages
audiences to experience the films of Len Lye
and the wider world of local and international
cinema. We welcome you to see historical
experimental film, contemporary artists’ moving
image and regular film festival programming.
At the heart of the Len Lye Centre’s cinema
programme is the Projection Series, our regular
film programme surveying the landscape of
historical and contemporary fine art filmmaking.
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Suspended Agency
An installation by Peter Wareing
Curated by Mark Williams
Director CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video Aotearoa New Zealand
Suspended Agency is a video installation by New Zealander Peter Wareing.
Shot and edited over the past three years in Dagenham - a London Borough
which voted overwhelmingly for Brexit - Suspended Agency follows a
small cast of individuals occupying the margins of the city. Walking through
underpasses, standing by the highway, picking up discarded trash that may
suggest some portent or sign, each character appears to inhabit a state of
paralysis. Why are they here? Why can’t they move on? What is real and what
is imagined?
Periodically, Wareing’s cast of individuals break the spell of their eternal
present to read passages of script from Alphaville (1965) a French science
fiction film noir directed by Jean-Luc Godard. Alphaville follows the
adventures of Lemmy Caution, a secret agent whose mission is to destroy
Alpha 60, a computer which has outlawed free thought and individualist
concepts such as love, poetry, and emotion. In juxtaposing Alphaville with
Brexit, Wareing uses fiction as a tool for examining a distinctly modern
condition; individual and collective passivity and numbness in the face of
increasing political and economic insecurity.
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Let Me Caution You
A Strange Adventure of Peter Wareing
Megan Dunn
Peter Wareing sent me the first cut of Suspended Agency via WeTransfer
and I downloaded it onto my computer. It took a long time. Wareing had been
filming in Dagenham, East London, for three years. I opened the file: four
screens, stacked two by two. I watched it and tried to hold all the action at
once. Let me caution you: Suspended Agency unspools in black and white,
as though a noir film, but it’s not noir. The setting is industrial and grim.
The setting is also the plot.
Let me caution you: Dagenham.
Why there? That’s the most obvious question and I always start with the
obvious questions because typically art is so oblique and let me caution
you: Suspended Agency is no different. Wareing lives in London, but not in
Dagenham. It is NOT a site that is personally resonant; the highways and
walkways and verges he has filmed don’t bustle with poignant, painful
childhood memories that are hard to swallow – or if they do, they don’t belong
to Wareing and his cast of non-actors. Or to me. Or to you.
“There’s a persistence to being in Dagenham,” Wareing said. He would know.
Wareing spent hours in the local library researching the borough. In the 1920s,
the first and largest council estate in Britain, Becontree, was built there. In the
1930s, Ford built their biggest car factory in Europe in Dagenham – gone now.
You can’t see either of these historic sites across the four screens. Instead,
Wareing has filmed non-sites, like the A13 Trunk Road and the cycle walkway
beside it. Suspended Agency is a moving image work that features a lot of
moving cars, moving around the Ripple Road.
Let me caution you: Dagenham is not diminishing.
“I miss Rome,” Lucas says, standing on the pavement next to the A13.
I laughed. Who could blame him? I’ve only been to Rome once but I miss it
too. And I’m not even in Dagenham. But maybe my reaction is a red herring
because Suspended Agency is not a funny film, nor is it a funny state to be in.
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Lucas is shown across the four screens in different positions, a pedestrian,
silent, his back to the traffic, walking, talking about his job: “I look after art,
sometimes my own, sometimes other people’s.” A silver leaf earring dangles
from his left ear. He holds a piece of volcanic rock, turns it over.
In his clipped Italian accent, Lucas reads: “Alphaville: A Strange Adventure
of Lemmy Caution, 1965, 99 minutes, directed by Jean-Luc Godard. The film
opens with its title Alphaville accompanied by a dramatic musical score
typical of a film noir kind of film.” He is the first non-actor to read from the
script of Alphaville in Suspended Agency. But he is not the last. Godard’s
classic is tucked inside Wareing’s work like a talisman. Why?
On IMDb the synopsis for Alphaville reads: “Lemmy Caution, an American
private-eye, arrives in Alphaville, a futuristic city on another planet. His very
American character is at odds with the city’s ruler, an evil scientist named
Von Braun, who has outlawed love and self-expression.”
Let me caution you: there is no synopsis for Suspended Agency on IMDb.
Is Dagenham a stand in for Alphaville, a fictional city ruled by the sentient
computer Alpha 60? Is love and self-expression outlawed in Dagenham?
If it isn’t, should it be?
Let me caution you: this isn’t going anywhere. Except Dagenham. That’s
the point. Wareing didn’t want to make Suspended Agency about going
somewhere; he wanted to make something immersive about ambivalence
and suspension…but then that can leave you hanging. The way Britain is
hanging right now on the edge of Brexit. 62.4% of voters in Barking and
Dagenham voted to leave the EU; it was one of only five Boroughs in London
that chose to leave. But that’s not in the frame, like the Beacontree Estate
and the old Ford Factory. What is in the frame – fleetingly – is Twin Cones
(Goresbrook Interchange) designed by Thomas Heatherwick Studios,
a remnant of a 2001 British Arts Council project to install art on the A13.
Wareing also installed art on the A13. His non-actors are co-collaborators
in a non-rehearsed performance set in Dagenham but they are not from
Dagenham. Many are foreign. On screen each reveals an item of personal
significance: a volcanic rock, a plastic platypus, a small glass swan. They
enact small activities or routines, pick up and drag a stick, throw coffee from
a takeaway cup. Wareing has observed each of these actions by locals during
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his time in Dagenham. The point is not to perform but to “be.” In 1999 Wareing
studied acting in New York with Edith Meeks at HB studios. “We did exercises
in ordinary moments on stage. Just very ordinary moments. And we invested
those ordinary moments with ordinariness.” This begs the question: is the
state of suspended agency ordinary?
Let me caution you: maybe.
“For me Dagenham, like the fictional Alphaville, is a place to ask questions of
a new type of technocracy where the values of logic, order and prudence are
the governing principles – some of the same values also used by Brexiters,”
Wareing said.
Alphaville ends during Suspended Agency. The final frame shows the
beautiful face of the actress, Anna Karina, as she says, “I love you.”
The word FIN appears on screen. Wareing’s four channel film continues.
There is no catharsis. The interior of a bus moves into what could be the
outlands of Alphaville but is actually Dagenham. Across the screens, there are
lovely moments of symmetry: a tree in snow and in summer. A wind turbine,
a telegraph power, an umbrella. Night descends. Circular lights switch on like
the lights of the computer Alpha 60. Jed, the youngest one of the non-actors,
reads a quote from an old piece of criticism, “Alphaville is one of the most
demoralizing films around,” then screws up the paper, drops it. Moves on.

Jean-Luc Godard Alphaville 1965

Megan Dunn is a writer based in Wellington. She is a graduate of Elam School
of Fine Arts (University of Auckland) and the University of East Anglia. Dunn is
the author of the novella, Tinderbox (2017, Galley Beggar Press, UK).

Let me caution you: the music does not swell to a crescendo at the end –
is there an end? The beautiful non-actors do not say, “I love you” because
whatever is playing out across the four screens, on the A13 or the Ripple
Road, or under the underpass, near that obliquely beautiful rolled-up sheet
of broken glass, is not about love but it’s not without it either. If this is a story
then Dagenham is the antagonist. But let me caution you: this is not a story.
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Suspended Agency
An interview with Peter Wareing
Mark Williams, 21 February 2019
Mark Williams: Suspended Agency has a cast of non-actors. How did you
choose them?
Peter Wareing: Mostly they’re people with whom I have some kind of
working relationship. I was looking for people who were not particularly
comfortable in front of a camera, and that’s what I got, apart from Ged,
the youngest character, and to some extent, Nayan Kulkarni, who we see
resting in the car. For the others, having to read something on camera was
not that easy. It lent an air atmosphere of vulnerability to their performance
onscreen which was useful to convey this sense of hesitancy and doubt.
MW: I’m presuming you didn’t have a script, per se. What were your
instructions to the cast?
PW: All the performers were asked to read the text without inflection,
as if giving instructions from a manual. They were asked to make simple
movements, and given the option to repeat the action then stop when they
became disinterested or bored. The objective was to induce a series of
minor fatigues, rather than a single major blow to the imagination.
MW: How did the performers respond to your process?
PW:Andy is the guy watching the trucks go by on the highway. When I first
took him to the location, he was like - "What am I doing here?" And he was
surprised I was asking him to perform these absolutely minimal tasks.
To be fair, at the time I had no clue either how I would make filmic sense of
this idea of malady leading to non-action. But I'm grateful he and the others
trusted this open process.
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MW: We know Dagenham voted overwhelmingly for Brexit. But how did you
get deeper into that location?
PW: I was making regular visits to Dagenham and researching the history
of the borough at the local library. In the 1920s the Becontree estate was
one of the first and largest council estates in Europe. Then in the 1930s,
Ford built the biggest Ford factory in Europe, which it remained up until the
1960s. So, I came to understand that Dagenham has a long history of social
housing, manufacturing and working-class people.
But on a day-to-day level, and a filmic level, I became drawn to a section of
the A13 trunk road, particularly a 1 kilometre of footpath without barriers,
at the same level as the road. It felt dangerous to be there for long. I
thought that would make a good location for this phenomenological idea
of experiencing place. Almost abstractly, I put a static person in a location
that's fast moving. Then I introduced some tropes I’d used in my earlier
videos, like asking the person to simply pick up something, which is a way
of grounding the person physically in the space.
This discovery of a filmic location coincided with the lead up to the vote on
Brexit, and I began to wonder if this experience of the footpath could speak
to what some people seemed to be experiencing in the Brexit campaign;
be it vulnerability, fatigue, bewilderment, inertia, powerlessness, boredom,
estrangement, numbness or a mixture of all. I added another element,
which was stupor.
MW: During the three years you’ve been shooting, the youngest performer,
Ged, has undergone a process of transition to female. We see this onscreen.
How does Ged’s transition fit into the project?
PW: When I first met Ged, she was a young person in in their late teens in
their first year at university. I invited her to be part of the project because
she was smart and had a good grasp of the political scene, and was quite
self-directed regarding progressive and left-wing issues. The non-binary
issue wasn't part of the conversation then. In the 3 years I’ve been shooting
Ged has made the decision to openly self-represent as a woman.
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I chose not to concentrate on Ged’s personal transition, but the affective
gaps, illegibilities, and dysphoric feelings that are being presented by being
in this location. Ged is encountered as a person who performs unemotional,
repetitive tasks first, and their sexual transition second. But I have to admit,
the filmic encounter with her is quite different from the other participants.
MW: How did the initial footage you shot influence subsequent phases of the
project?
PW: Working with Ged, I began to ask myself if the performers were just
abstractions. So, I invited the participants to bring some small object to the
shoot that held no monetary value but some emotional quality; something
from their past. Bess brought her uncle's travel card. Pat brought a small toy
platypus that her boyfriend gave her. Marie talks about a little card that she
stole from someone.
Through this I began to understand an interesting paradox in this portrayal of
suspended action, that it was more intelligible when served alongside some
kind of emotional equivalence.

MW: In earlier versions of the work the actors were mute. But I think it's brilliant
now when the bus arrives and the woman says, "No. I don't need the bus."
It opens the work to the viewer.
PW: Yeah. That's what I thought. And there are other moments that are
quite authentic. With Pat’s reading under the overpass I directed her; "Give
yourself 10 seconds. Read, then look somewhere you find of interest." But
she just kept looking down. She didn't want to face the camera. It was too
embarrassing for her. I remember uttering "Oh my God, this is good." Again, it
was about showing that vulnerability onscreen.
MW: Another change you made quite late in the production process was to ask
the actors to read sections from the script for Jean-Luc Godard’s Alphaville
(1965). Why that movie?
PW: I wanted to answer the question of how we might move from our state
of inaction or sodden inertia. In Alphaville, love, poetry, and understanding
the irrational were used to battle the giant computer. Godard’s movie
suggests that through desire and care we can imagine a better future and
take action.
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It's also been revealed that the pro-Brexit campaign used some nefarious
digital means to gather and disseminate information, on order to promote
leaving the EU. And that is symptomatic of a general commingling of
technology and information right now which makes for a very confusing
political and economic climate.
MW: That idea also seems to be embedded in the use of four screens.
At first it suggests lots of information but it leaves the question of where you
centre yourself as a viewer.
PW: The four-screen strategy comes from the phenomenological
idea of experiencing a place. It creates multiple levels of distance and
simultaneously, immersion. And that happens with sound as well as image.
Sometimes you don’t hear what the performers are saying too well. But the
readings aren't written to be heard distinctly. Sometimes they’re mumbled or
worlds collapse on top of each other.
MW: Is that part of the disorientating effect that you're talking about?
PW: I'm not highlighting anything in particular. I'm not trying to create an
objectivity at all. It's operating on a very subjective level. To borrow an
idea from Sianne Ngi, I'm pursuing an intersection of two concepts; Hanna
Arendt's claim that what makes a person a political being is their "faculty
of action" and Baruch Spinoza's description of emotions as "waverings of
the mind", which, in turn, can either increase or diminish one's power to
act. What action do we take when faced with an economic system that is
now loaded against the working poor and middle classes? The subjects
I'm dealing with are ordinary people whose lives are made up of everyday
emotional and aesthetic experiences. These are commonly overlooked
because of their undramatic status. But meanwhile, what builds is a sense
of confusion. I’m trying to describe an overarching kind of condition which
is non-cathartic. Could unyielding passivity be a form of dissent? Could
withholding one’s participation be a radical gesture in itself?
MW: Suspended Agency.
PW: Yes.
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